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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned primarily with the production of metal powder
compacts of iron and tin. In producing these compacts, the effects of process-
ing variables on some of the essential properties of the pellets made were
investigated~
The intentional variables introduced consisted of pressing conditions,
heat treatment, and composition. These factors were varied within a rela-
tively narrmv range, since the time available limite.d the scope of the in-
vestigation. If larger ranges had been used, results would have been so
scattered that interpolations in the data would not be justified.
It was not expected that any unusual phenomena would be discovered.
It did seem desirable, however, to investigate some of the general character-
istics of iron-tin alloys made by powder methods, for later comparison with
similar alloys produced by the other common fabricating methods.
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INTRODUCTION
Powder metallurgy is not a new subject, but during the last few years
it has developed a new significanoe, so that wider appreciation of its im-
portant possibilities is beginning to exist among the members of the metallur-
gical and engineering professions.
Powder metallurgy is the art of making, fonning, and treating metal
powders and their products; the products are essentially made without melt-
ing, that is, below the fusion point of the produot.
Historioally, powder metallurgy dates from the early experiments of
Wollaston, who as far baok as 1829 disolosed a method he had employed for
many years to produoe malleable platinum. He compressed a finely divided
platinum powder in a toggle press, and hea.ted the compact so formed in a
crude bla.st furnace. The compact was also hot-forged. Essentially, this
is the basic process employed toda.y in powder metallurgy.
It was not until Coolidge patented the process for the produotion of
tungsten wire for lamp filaments that powder metallurgy beoame of commeroial
importance. Coolidge's earliest patent dates from about 1909; in this, he
clai~ a prooess of oomp~oting tungsten powder, heat-treating the compact,
and, subsequently, work-hardening the red-hot briquetteo In 1916 tungsten
wire made by this prooess beoame a oommon oommercial produot, now employed
universally as a lamp filament in the pressure-filled electrio bulb.
The most promising application of powder metallurgy is in the large
scale production of small, standardized metallio parts. All of these mass-
production parts are products of simple meth~d,s whioh involve the familiar
oold compaoting and subsequent sintering operation.
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JfJ. APPLICATION
At present the general applications of powder metallurgy are as followst
(1) Powder metallurgy may be used to produoe solid ingots from
highly refractory metals which cannot be oommeroially fused in available
furnace equipmento
(2) It may be used to oombine in a single unit metals of greatly
disparate melting points or highly distinotive oharacteristics, with the
object of producing a unit with the characteristics of the several oombined
metals unmodified.
(3) It may be used to make precise-dimension produots whioh are
so hard or brittle that conventional shaping operations are difficult and
sometime impossible.
(4) It may be used for the produotion of units having character-
istics unobtainable by conventional methods, suoh as high melting alloys, po~
rous metal, and eleotronio products.
(6) It may be used for laminated parts with a more intimate
binding than would be possible by conventional methods of attaching one
metal to another.
(6) It may supplant machined precision units, when cheaper or
more accurate than machining, or Wlhen there is a shortage of lathes. or skilled
maohinists.
The greatest hinderances to widespread developments in mass produotion
of simple parts by P9wder metallurgical methods are the inadequate physical
proPerties, caused by abundant porOSity, and an unrefined structure of the
SO-called, "sintered-metalsll 0 Certain properties, such as tensile, oompres-
sive, and fatigue strength, hardness, and electrical conductivity, depend
greatly upon the amount and type of cavities left in the sintered body, and
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will approaoh values of cast producta only if the apparent density of the
powder compact comes close to the theoretical density of the partioular
materia] pressed. Other properties, however, are controlled mainly by the
specific condition at the grain boundaries within the metal, and by the char~
acter of the resulting structure, which is dependent m$inly upon the distri-
bution of material bonding individual metallio grains. Tensile strength,
elongation, reduction in area, bending and torsional properties, and, par-
ticularly, impac~ resistance are the chief components of the latter groupo
For powder compaots, these properties are generally lower than those of sim-
ilar materialS prepared by casting.
In the field of molded-and sintered produots, major interest has shifted
in the past several years in what might be considered a revolutionary direction.
Powder metallurgy has, until recently, been conoerned almost entirely with
parts.difficult or impossible to make in any other m$nner. The new trend is
toward the use of powder metallurgy to displaoeestablished, oonventiona]
methods of manufacturing certain parts, because it can do the job more cheaply.
On a tonnage basis, the metal used in powdered form is insignificant
when the total tonnage of that metal used in industry is considered. But,
if the field of metal powders is small on a weight basis, it is important
out of all proportion to the amount of materi~l involved. This has made
powder metallurgy a field both inviting and hopeful for the future. Even
though many advantages of powder metallurgy have been expounded, and perhaps
exaggerated, in the past few years, there have been some which have withstood
the test of time. It has been authentioally established that, while it will
never completely replaoe casting methods, powder metallurgy does have a defi-
nite plaoe in the field of commercial metal-fabrication.
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COHESION
To understand the results obtained by pressing and sintering, it is
necessary to understand the forces involved during these prooesses. The
first obstacle in trying to interpret these results is encountered. in explain-
ing cohesion.
Cohesion has been, and r-emaLrs, the most disputed factor in powder
metallurgy. Metallurgists have always taken it for granted that what gave
tensile strength to a metal product was the interlocking of the crystals of
a fused mass cooled to solid form. Yet some products that have never been
heated to a point where they could fuse and reorystallize are found to pos-
sesa greater tensile strength than that of similar metal products made in
the usual ~y. by oasting. Therefore, there is little to support the theory
that mechanioal interlocking of two surfaces is a major factor in producing
a bond strong enough to resist rupture.
Probably the outstanding faot of powder metallurgy is that here surfaoe .
foroes are brought into play on a vastly inoreased soale. Whether these forces
are due to interatomic attraotion, or to any other theoretical consideration,
the fact remains that they have been increased many thousand fold over the
surfaoe foroes involved when metal parts or sections of microscopic size are
considered.
The favorable effect of pressure approaches a maximum, with respect to
coheSion, and a study of pressures shows that, beyond a oertain pressure,
further increases in density, tensile strength or hardness of powder compacts
are sllghto Regardless of how much pressure is employed it is uneconomical
to increase it beyond this point. In almost all cases the density of the
compaot inorease.s wi.th increased pressure, and there is a steady but not so
pronounced increase in hardness~ ~.
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It is generally necessary to heat-treat the compact after it is pressed;
in other words, it must usually be put through a sintering process to give
it the high coherenoe necessary to usual tensile strength requirements. The
density of the sintered compact may increase or decrease from that of the cold~
pressed oompact. In general, a compact made under low pressure may retain
the same density, or the density may increase under heat treatment. A cold
compact made under high pressure will decrease in density during the sinter-
ing operation. In this case, the trapped gases can find no channels through
which to escape, and literally blast their way out, forcing the closely packed
particles apart, and leaving voids, which decrease the density of the compact
as a whole.3
The properties of the final compact depend upon several faotors.
Among these are: the effeot of pressure; of temperature; to a minor extent,
of period of heating. Properties are also dependent upon the metal or mixtura
or metals used; eaoh may have characteristic properties when treated at
different temperatures or formed at different pressureso
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PRODUCTION OF METAL POWDERS
Produotion of the powders of various metals neoessarily involves a
number of processes. This is due to the obvious fact that the diverse physi-
/ oal and ohemioal oharaoteri~tics of the metals and alloys suggest varied
means of disintegration. The type or struoture of powder produced depends
on the process used for its manufaoture.
Of the very large number of methods by which it is possible to make a
metal powder, only a few are actually employed on a large scale.
All of the various methods fall into three general classes--meohanioal,
physioal, and ohemioal--as follows:(l)
Mechanioal:' Milling, Shotting" Granulation, Atomizing, and Condensation.
/
Physioal~ Electrodeposition, and Carbonyls.
Chemioal: Reduction, Preoipitation, and Chemical Reactions.
The methods mentioned are the most oommon on~s used, and since a de-,
tailed consideration of these methods does not fall within the scope of this
thesis, no further explanation will be givenQ
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POWDER SPECIFICATIONS
As most of the commercial users of metal powders have arrived at their
speoifications by purely empirical means, a few of the general requirements
are fairly well agreed upon. but the basis principles required to outline the
specific qualities required to yield a produot of known physical oharacteris-
tics are not fully understood.
As new developments appear in powder metallurgy, new methods of specify~
ing the type of powder required by manufacturers will no doubt be originated.
At present, the ohemioal properties of metal powders are, in general, less
important then the physical. From those working with all types of powder,
oxygen is the impurity whioh has reoeived the greatest attention, but experi-
ence has shown that the importanoe of the oxide content is greatly modified
by the form of the oxide impurity. If oxide ocours on the surfaoe of the
particle, it does not interfere very markedly with the molding operation or
subsequent strength of the product. On the other hand, oxide on the interior
of the particles will generally result in a produot of low tensile and impaot
strength.
The prime requisite in the usual physioal specifioations is that the
particle size be constant. Manufaoturers usually speoify this in rather
broad terms, for example: 100 per oent through 100 mesh, or 50 per oent
through 325 mesh. The distribution ourve of the sizes is of ~reat importance
in oontrolling the percentage of voids, and the change insize--shrinkage
or growth--from green to sintered compact, but is often not specified.
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The importance of small particle size cannot be over stressed.
Powders larger than 100 mesh have no particular value in powder
metallurgy, since it 'is concerned with surface phenomena. The
finer the powder the greater the amount of surface. A one centi-
meter cube presents but six square centimeters of surface, but if
reduced to (-320) mesh, it presents a. surface equal to 384,000 sq.
cm. Decreasing the size of particles increases the number of par-
ticles in a given volume making the compact stronger than one made
of coarser powder.
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PROCEDURE IN PRODUCING THE METAL COMPACTS
The produotion of the oompaoted metal powders involved three steps:
I. Weighing out the required amounts of powders, then mixing them
thoroughly to obtain a homogeneous mixture of the desired oomposition.
2. Pressing the powders into a "oompaot."
3. Heat-treating this oompact to improve its physical nature6
A. WEIGHING AND MIXING
The metal powders were weighed to the nearest tenth of a milligram on
an analytioal balance. Since a fifteen gram charge was used, this accuraoy
in weighing was adequate. The powders, now in their proper proportions, were
plaoed together in a standard sized test tube and seourely corked. The test
tube was then placed on rollers, where it was agitated for three hours to
insure uniform mixing of the two metals.
The amount of powder to be used was calculated from powder densities,
so as to prodace a compact approximately three-quarters of an inch long after
pressing. The original oharge in all five oases was fifteen grams. The
weights and percentage composition of the five variab~ compositions used
were as followst
Sample Iron Tin % Iron % Tin
1. l4v40g O.60g 96' 4
2.. l3.80g 1.20g 92 8
3. 13.20g 1.80g 88 12
4. 12.60g 2.40g 84 16
5. 12.00g 3.00g SO 20. ,
I ()
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'B. PRESSING OPERATION
The mold with its accessories, a hydraulic jack, a frame for the mold
and jack comprised the pressing equipment.4
After the weighing and mixing operation, the powder, by means of a fun-
nel. was poured into the pressing chamber of the mold. Before the powder was
put into the mold, the ram was raised to its proper position, which prevented
the powder from falling through the mold. When the mold was filled, the top
plug was put into its pressing position and properly blocked against the top,
plate of the frame. Then, the plug and ram were inspeoted to see that they
were vertioally in line with one another. After this inspection,everything
was in readiness for the pressing operationo
Because of the great difficulty enoountered due to the plunger stioking
in the mold, the maximum pressure to be used in a given pressing operation could
not be Unmediately applied to the oompact. Instead, the pressure was increased
in steps of 5,000 lb., and completely released after eaoh step in pressing.
Upon each ,release of pressure, the ram was twisted in the mold to determine
whether or not it was'beginning to bind in the mold. When the maximum pres-
sure was reached, it was maintained for three ~inutes, since it was found by
earlier experimenters that any extension of this pressing time had practically
no effect on,the properties of powder oompacts, regardless of the compositions. 3
When the three minutes pressing time had elapsed and the pressure was re-
leased, the steel blocks and the plug were removed from under the top plate.
Then additional blocks were plaoed between the top of the mold proper and the
top plate of.the frame, and ejection of the oompact from the pressing chamber
was accomplished by again applying 'pressure on the ram. Considerable pressure
was necessary in most cases, in spite of careful lubrication with graphite,
(
beoause of the tendenoy of the compact to adhere to the walls of the pressing
chamber, especially when high pres'sures had been used.
Three pressures were used in making the compacts. Five compacts of
variable composition (as previously indioated) made u~ a set and one set was
made using eaoh of the three following pressures:
Pressures used:
Gage Readings (lbs.)
23600
17650
11800
Applied Pressure (ton/in.2)
60
45
30
The gage readings were easily oonverted to unit pressures since the diam-
eter of the plunger was known to be one-half inch, and by a simple calcula-
tion the conversion to tons per square inch was made.
C..HEAT TREATMENT
The compacts after pressing must be heat-treated to improve their pro-
perties before they beoome a desirable finished product. The compacts were
all sintered for sixteen hours at a temperature of 21000. Sixteen hours is
a relatively long time for sintering, and 210°0 is a relatively low tempera-
ture. Since.the melting point of iron is 1:536°0 and that of tin is 231..90C,
a temperature higher than 210°0 would approacn the me~ting point of tin, and
a shorter sintering time at such a low tempe rature would have little effect
on the iron. Therefore, a low temperature and a long time were neoessary for
proper sintering.
Higher sintei-ing temperll;tureswere experimented with, but he'rethe tin
was melted. When sintering takes plaoe under such conditions that a liquid
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phase is undoubtedly present, the expression, "fritting", is used. The com-
paots were fritted twioe and hardness and density recorded after each frit.
Fritting temperatures were 360°C and 550°C. At 360°C some of the tin was
sweated out to the surface of the oompact, but apparently none was lost.
However, at the 55000 temperature, some volatilization of tin must have oc-
curred, since the compacts lost a little weight.
The choice of a suitable atmosphere is of great importanoe for any
sintering or fritting process. Because of the porosity of the pellets, any
speoific effect that a gas may have on the surfaoe of a solid piece of metal
would be greatly increased in the oase of a hot metal powder compact. The
atmosphere should exclude or protect the compa'ot from contact with g~ses
which form undesirable surface films, suoh as oxides. Seoondly, if possible,
the atmosphere should reduoe suoh films if they are already present. The
only attempt to control the sintering atmosphere used in this case was to cover
the compacts with charooal during heat treatment, which kept the compaots in
a reducing environment.
t. Multiple-Unit Eleotrio Resistanoe Furnaoe '\lllaaused for sintering.
The lowest temperature used was recorded by a mercury thermometer, while
measurement of the higher temperatures required the use of a oalibrated
thermooouple.
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DISCUSSION OF POWDERS USED
At this point it might be well to state that the iron and tin powders.
used for all compac t s, were issued to me from the school stockroom. No data
on the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the powders could be obtained.
The method used in manufacturing the powders was also not known. From the
lack of any definite criteria, I was only able to assume that the powders
were sufficiently low in various impurities to yield compaots with satis-
factory properties.
In screening the powders it was found that 9~/o of the iron powder
passed through a 200 mesh Tyler Soreen. The tin powder all passed through
a 300 mesh soreeno The differenoe in si~ss of the two powders obviously
gives a large distribution of sizes within the mixture of powders, and this,
of course, results in a lesser amount of voids. That is, the interstices
of the relatively coarse iron powder az-emore oomplete1y fU1ed with the
finer tin particles than they would be if powders were of equal fineness.
A smaller percentage of voids results, and, consequently, a denser oompaot
is produced. Other effects of the large distribution of sizes may have re-
sulted, but were not obse~ed.
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PRESSING ATMOSPHERE
The pressing atmosphere used during all the experimental operations was
a normal air atmosphere. Commeroially, a neutral or even a reduoing gas is
oommonly used. The most reoent practice is to evacuate the die, and also the
powders prior to introduction into the die. A considerable amount of ex-
perimental work upon the evaouation of metal powders prior to or during com-
pression has been done. However, only one oonoern has adapted the practice
commercially.
One of the prinoipal difficulties in powder metallurgy comes from the
fact that metal powders do not flow readily. This restricts the variety or
shapes that oan be made suocessfully and, also, on oooasion, requires compli-
cated mold design to make compacts of uniform density. A second problem
arises from the fact that powders in the unoonsolidated condition occupy three
or four times as much spaoe as they do after oompression. Therefore, a long
plunger stroke is neoessary to produoe a relatively shallow compaot.
Generally speaking, the finer the metal powder, the greater are the
difficulties in getting it to flow under ordinary atmospheric conditions.
Air removal by the use of vaouum apparatus avoids this. ObviouslYr the use
of neutral or reduoing atmospheres instead of air does not.
In summarizing, a controlled atmosphere reduoes oxidation of the metal
during treatment, with consequent improved welding together of the particles.
The advantages of pressing in a vacuum a~: 1. Elimination of planes of
weakness and elimination of lack o' hom~ one:l~y in structure and density of
the finished article, due t~ avoidanoe of both included gases.
2. Use of lower oomprsosive fcrc~ to obtain a produo+, 0f given density.
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Therefore, it is apparent that a controlled atmosphere or an evacuated
die would have been more desirable in producing the compacts. Because of
limited time, such an elaborate set up as would be required to produce such
conditions was not attempted, and air was the pressing atmospl~re used.
/ ~
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DENSITY DETERMINATIONS
The density of each compaot was found after pressing and after each
subsequent sinter. The method used in finding the densities was a simple
but sufficiently accurate procedure. A pycnometer bottle with a long,
narrow neck was filled with water to a level that was marked on the neck
of the bottle, and the filled bottle was weighed. After this weighing,
a weighed compact was placed in the bottle and the water level was brought
to the same mark as in the previous weighing. Then the bottle, water, and
compacrewere weighed together.
The volume of the compact is then found as follows:
Let W = weight-of compact in grams.
Let A : weight of oompact plus bottle and water in grams.
Let B = weight of bottle filled with water in grams.
Then, W - (A - B) = volume in oc. of the displaced water which is also
the volume of the compact.
After the volume is found, the fundamental relationship, density
equals mass divided by volume, is used. Thereforet
Density in grams per oe. = Mass of oompact in grams
Vo~ume of compact in 00.
The weight of the bottle filled with water is a constant value for all
determinations and is equal to 79.124 grams.
'/!'
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TABLE I
DATA ON DENSITIES OF COMPACTS SUBSEQUENT TO PRESSING
AND PREVIOUS TO ANY HEAT TREATlYlENT OR
SINTERING OPERATION.
Weight of Weight of Compact#.Samp1e Pressure Compaot . Bottle # Water Density
1~ 60 tons/in.2 13.641 90.810 6.977
?2a 60 tons/in. 2 14.920 91.923 7.091
3. 60 tons/in.2 14.934 910969 7.101
4a" 60 tons/in. 2 14.726 91.780 7.114
5. 60 tons/in.2 14.950 92.000 7!i'208
Ib 45 tons/in. 2 14.870 91.773 6.867
2b 45 tons/in. 2 14.920 91.821 6.712
3b 45 tons/in.2 14.826 91.794 6.881
4b 45 tons/in.2 14.847 91.847 6.990
5b 45 tons/inj2 14.882 91.915 7.117
10 30 tons/in. 2 14.672 91.492 6.370
20 30 tons/in. 2 14.784 91.611 6.437
30 30 tons/in.2 14.946 91.803 6.900
40 30 tons/in. 2 14.960 91.912 6.919
50 30 tons/in. 2 14.860 91.859 6.976
• Three compacts were made for eaoh of the compositions shown on page.
These compacts were then used to form three sets of compresses, whioh
here are indicated as a. b. and o. series.
NOTE: Weight of pyonometer full of water was oonstant for these and all laterdeterminations at 79.124 grams.
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TABLE II
DATA ON DENSITIES OF COMPACTS SUBSEQUENT TO
SINTERING AT 2100 C FOR 16 HOURS
Weight of Weight of Compact,
Sample Pressure Compaot Bottle, Water Density
2la 60 tons/in. 13.623 90.790 6.961
2a 60 tons/in~ 14.915 91.915 7.022~,
3a 60 tons/in~ 14.923 91.958 7.144
4.. 60 tons/in~ 14.726 91.776 7.100
5.. 60 tons/in~ 14.876 91.926 7.189
1b 45 ton8/in~ 14.868 91.768 6.685
2b 45 tons/in~ 14.919 910820 6.7111-:'
3b 45 tons/in~ 14.825 91.792 7.032
4b 45 tons/in~ 14.843 91.842 6.985
5b 45 tons/in~ 14.870 91.911 7.139
llc 30 tons/in~ 14.656 91.474 6.370
20 30 tons/in~ 14.781 91.608 6.438
30 30 tons/in~ 14.943 91.801 6.594
40 30 tons/in~ 140951 91.902 6.881
50 :SOtons/in~ 14.853 91.850 6.983
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TABLE III
DATA ON DENSITIES OF COMPACTS SqBSEQUENT TO
SINTERING AT 3600 FOR 16 HOURS.
Weight of Weight of Compact#
S.mp1e Pressure Compact Bottle, Water Density
I. 60 tons/in~ 13.618 90.784 6.968
2. 60 tons/in~ 14.910 91.911 7.011
38. 60 tons/in! 14.917 91.953 7..135
4. 60 ton8/in~ 14.7l~ 91.770 7.141
6. 60 tons/in~ 14.870 91.919 7.196
1b 45 tons/in~ 14.864 91.•762 6.721
2b 45 tons/in~ 14.914 910814 6.771
3b 45 tons/in~ 14.821 91:.787 6.889
4b 45 tons/in~ 14.836 91.835 7.032
5b 45 tons/in~ 14.866 91.906 7.124
2
Ie 30 tons/in. 14.651 91.469 6.401
20 30 tons/in~ 14.778 91.605 6.442
30 30 tons/in; 140943 91.800 6.692
40 30 tons/in~ 14.945 91.897 6.879
50 2 91.845 6.97530 tons/in. 14.849
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TABLE IV
DATA ON DENSITIES OF COMPACTS SUBSEQUENT TO
SINTERING AT 5500 C FOR 16 HOURS
Weight of Weight of Compaot.
Sample Pressure Compaot Bottle. Water Density
2I. 60 tons/in. 13.611 90.776 6.960
2. 60 tons/in~ 14.899 91.900 7.016
3a 60 tons/in~ 14.903 91.940 7.139
4. 60 tons/in: 14.701 91.755 7.145
5a 60 tons/in~ 14.861 91.909 7.204
1b 45 tons /in.~ 14.852 91.751 6.742
2b 45 tons/in~ 14.901 91.802 60765
3b 4.5tons/in~ 14.809 91.777 6.901
4b 45 tonS/in~ 14.823 91.822 7.012
5b ;- 2 14.852 91.894 7.13245 tons l.n.
10 30 t ons/in~ 14.640 91.465 6.411
20 30 tons/in~ 14.765 91.589 6.436
230 30 tons/in. 14.929 91.776 6.707
40 30 tons/in~ 140932 91.884 6.919
50 30 tons/in~ 14.836 91.832 6.978
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HARDNESS DETERMINATIONS
The hardnessess. like the densities. were taken after pressing and
after each sinter.
The Rockwell Superficial Hardness Tester was used in preference to the
Brinell Machine. as the latter requires a greater area of surface for test.
In tabulating hardness data obtained by use of the special Superficial
maohine. the value of the major load used, in kilograms. is written first,
then the letter N if the "Brale" N (a diamond point) is used as a penetrator,
or the letter T if the 1)16 inch ball is the penetrator, and, finally, the
dial reading, whioh is the actual hardness number. The scale-pan alone
furnishes a load of 15 kg. as a major load. and each of two optional extra
weights add 15 kg. more, so that the major load may be 15, 30, or 45 kg.
~s all compacts here tested were reratively soft, the regular 1)16 inch
diameter steel ball was used with the 15 kg. major load in all hardness testa.
Inasmuoh as the impressions made by the Superfioial Tester are very
shallow, it is important that the surfaces to be tested be smoothly finished,
but they need not be polished. It Was only neoessary to smooth the surface
of oompacts with emery paper.
The hardness of each compact was determined at eaoh of three points on
the speoimen. The first point was near one end, the next reading was taken
at several points around the center. and the final reading was taken at the
--other end. In all cnses the primary end was the hardest and the secondary
** In this disoussion the end of oompact next to the pluger in the pressing
oalled the secondary end.
operation will be refered to as the primary end, and the other end will be
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end the softest, with the center almost invariably intermediate in hardness
between the two. The high end readings, the low end readings, aridthe center
readings were averaged separately for eaoh oompact.
The original hardness readings seldom n.eeded re-checks beoause of their
relative consistency. Eaoh reading given in the table aotually represents
the average of four hardness determinations. If one of the four readings
was not in agreement with the other three, it was disoarded. It was assumed
that some error in technique or flaw in the surfaoe tested had produoed it,
and another reading was made in its place. In this case, a reading which
varied more than 20 dial divisions from the average of the other three was
considered an "irregular reading", and was disregarded.
The laok of homogeneity of hardness throughout the whole length of the
oompact is undoubtedly due to the fact that compaoted powders do not follow
hydrostatic laws; consequently, the applied pressure is not transmitted
equally in all directions.
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TABLE V
DATA ON HAJmNESSES OF COMPACTS SUBSEQUENT TO
PRESSING AND PREVIOUS TO ANY HEAT TREATMENT
Ib 45 tons/in~ 37.4 54.5 60.6
2b 45 tons/in~ 35.6 53.8 61.8
3b 45 tons/in~ 33.8 50.2 60.2
24b 45 tons/in. 30.3 47.4 58.4
5b 45 tons/in~ 29.2 45.3 ·53.9
Hardness
Primary Seoondary
Sample Pressure End Center End
la 60 tons/in~ 46.2 59.5 66.4
2a 60 tons/in~ 45.4 54.4 66.3
3.. 60 tons/in~ 43.7 54.2 65.7
4a 60 tons/itt~ 39.8 52.7 62.3
5a 60 tonB/in~ 37.6 49.3 61.2
10 30 tonS/in: 32.3 41.6 49.8
2c 30 tons/in~ 31.4 43.3 44.6
30 30 tons/in: 31.1 41.1 46.5
40 30 tonS/in: 39.8 39.2 43.2
50 30 tons/in~ - 41.3 34.7 2'7.~
NOTE: In this and subsequent tables. all hardness numbers are on the 15-T
soale of the Rookwell Superficial Hardness Tester.
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TABLE VI
DATA ON HARDNESS OF COMPACTS SUBSEQUENT TO
SINTERING AT 2100 C FOR 16 HOURS
Hardness
Sample
Primary Secondary
Pressure End Center End
1a 60 tons/in~ 98.4 87.5 86.0
2a: 60 tons/in~ 97.6 86.3 85.2
3a 260 tons/in. 94.6 84.8 85.1
4a 60 tons/in~ 92.3. 85.7 84.5
5a 60 tons/in~ 91.8 82.3 81.8
1b . 2 77.245 tons/in. 87...5 78.2
2b 45 tons/in~ 84.6 76.5 75.5
3b 45 tons/in~ 83.4 74.2 71.3
4b 45 tonsli:ri~ 82.5 71.9 66.4
5b 45 tons/in~ 8006 67.8 62.1
Ie 30 tons!in~ 76.1 65.5 63.0
20 30 tons/in~ 76.0 62.4 64.1
30 30 tons/in: 74.6 61.8 59.4
4.0 230 tons/in. 72.8 60.1 56.2
50 30 tons/in~ 70.4 61.2 53.1
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TABLE VII
DATA ON HARDNESS OF COlfi>ACTSUBSEQUENT TO
SINTERING AT 3600 C FOR 16 HOURS
Hardness
Pri:me.ry Secondary
Sample Pressure End Center End-----
1a 60 tons/in~ 99.6 88..6 87.1
2.. 60 tons/in~ 98.2 87.1 85.9
3.. 60 tons/in~ 95.6 85.8 85.3
4. 60 tons/in~ 93.4 84.6 84.8
5.. GOtons/in: 92.1 83.1 82.8
Ib 45 tons/in~ 89.4 80.2 79.1
2.b 2 78.6 77.145 tons/in. 86.7
3b 45 tons/in~ 84.5 75.9 74.8
4b 45 tons/in~ 83.4 - 73.2 71••
5b 45 tons/in: 81.6 69.9 68.7
10 30 tons/in~ 79.4 66.1 64.1
20 30 tons/in~ 77.3 63.3 63.2
3'0 - l 2 76.0 61.7 58.230 tons an,
40 30 tons/in~ 74.2 59.8 56.1
50 50 tons/in~ 71.4 59.1 54.4
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TABLE VIII
DA.TA ON HARDNESS OF COMPA.CTS SUBSEQUENT TO
SINTERING AT 5500 C Faa 16 HOURS
Hardness
Primary SeoondarySample Pressure End Center End
1a 60 tons/in~ 89.4 78.2 77.1
2a 60 tons/in~ 87.5 76.3 7505
3a 60 tons/in~ . 86.7 74.2 7203
4a 60 tons/in~ 83.4 71.4 67.8
5a 60 tons/in~ 8106 68.9 66.4
lb 45 tons/in~ 7703 66.7 64.6
2b 45 tons/in~ 75.5 64.2 63.7
3b 45 ton8/bl~ 72.8 6207 57.9
4b 45 tons/in~ 7005 59.2 55.8
5b 45 tons/in~ 68.7 56.6 53.1
10 30 tons/in~ 63.9 51.6 50.2
2:b 30 tons/in~ 64.0 49.3 47.4
30 30 tons/in~ 60.4 48.1 45.2
240 30 tons/in. 57.4 46.9 43.3
50 30 tons/1n~ 54.4 43.3 40.7
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~crostruct~e o~ 20% tin compact a~ter it had been
o ..sintered at 210 C ~or 16 hours. 'Pressedat 60 tons per
square inch. ( 100 diameters s- unetched ).•
Note the smaller but more numerous voids in sintered
compact as compared to unslntered. (Density was the
same ~or compact be~ore and a~ter sintering. )
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Pictures of Apparatus
Eydraulic Pressing l~chine
Sintering Furnace and Thermocouple
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Dlsctt&sion or Results
The unsintered compacts, when tested, showed no serious
inconsistencies. Properties changed in the manner which
tneoretical considerations would indicate. As shown by tables 1
and 4, with a given pressure, the density increases wIlile hard-
ness decreases as the ratio of tin to iron increases. Since
the tin is softer than iron the decrease in hardness was
expected. As the density of iron is 7.85 and that of tin is
7.31, it wasn't expected that the density would increase as
it did. But, since the particle .sLze of tin was 300 mesh' as
compared to 200 mesh iron powder, there must have been a lesser
amount of voids due to a larger size distribution. Both the
hardness and density increases with pressure for a given comp-
osition, as would be expected. Some trouble was encountere~
in testing the hardness of the unsintered compacts because of
their friability; several of them crumpled under the pressure
of the penetrator.
In ,order to improve the properties of the compacts, they
were sintered at various temperatures. Because of the low melt-
ing point of tin ( 2310 C. ), it was necessary to use a low
temperature for the original heat treatment. Since such a low
temperature ( 2100 c. ), however, would have little effect on
the iron unless the sintering was prolonged, the temperature
was maintained for sixteen hours.
Very satisfactory hardness Lncreases were .notLced after
this sintering treatment, the increases amounting to twenty-
five or thirty points. For all. three sections, the hardnesses
achieved after sintering are greater than that ~f wrought iron,
when compacting pressures as large as forty-five tons are useo ,
The hardness of tne primary end of sintered compacts made under
a sixty-ton pressure are as hard as untreated steels·, suggest-
- .ing that a considerable amount of the tin enters the iron to
form some solid solution alpha phase, which must be considerably
harder than the pure iron. It would seem, at first glance, that
a higher tin content would increase this supposed diffusion,
thus increasing the hardness. This is not borne out by the
fact that the hardening effect of the tin which diffuses into
the iron is more than counteracted by the softening effect of
the greatly increased amount of tin matrix left und:tssolved.
This would indicate the advisability of investigating compacts
containing only one or two percent tin.
The great disparity in hardness differences between the
primary end and the center, on the one hand, and the center and
the secondary end on the other· hand, indicates the possibility
that a work-hardening effect is achieved at the various sections.
This is not surprising if we accept the usual explanations
for increasing hardness. Hardness is due to crystalline deform-
ation. The pressure exerted in a mold causes internal stresses
and distorts the normal crystal face arrangement. So an in-
crease in hardness is possible.
The relationships of hardness and density to composition
are approximately the same in sintered as in the unsintered
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These compacts were resintered at 3600 for sixteen hours.
The resintering caused slight increases in hardness, but had
no appreciable effect on the densities, since all variations
in density are within the limits of the probable error in de-
terminations. The hardness increase might be ascribed to the
increased diffusion of tin into the iron, but evidence is
insufficient to make a categorical statement.
Sintering at 5500 c. for the same period as in previous
This could conceivably be used as evidence to discount the
diffusion hypothesis advanced above. It is more probable,
heat treatments resulted in serious decreases in hardness.
however, that this softening effect was 4ue to tempering of
the iron grains, which had been severely worked during the
pressing operation.
The hardness of the sintered compacts is ample just1~ica-
tion for further work in this field. Such work, however, ,
should be performeq in conjunction with a study of cast alloys,
of the same compositions. The lack of such data severely
handicapped attempts to evaluate the evIdence supplied by the
experimental data.
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~OOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH
An extensive amount or research might be done on correl-
ation or such physical properties as hardness~ density~ etc.,
with the ppocessing variables, when using controlled atmos-
phere or any non-participating gas before mold filling and
during compression. Such an investigation s~ould reveal
the economic possibilities or some specific types of 1ron-
tin alloys. 'rhe results should show the statistical advant-
ages or disadvantages of _powder-fabrication of the al~oys as
compared with the conventional methods or making them. A
thorough 1nvestlgatlon Qf ~11~ro~ertie3~33~t~~ ~ a
i'&ilGUoS ~a.ring. shQuld be made ,
Anoth.er invitill8 p..o'b~em woul.d be that o! COl1lPal'~
tne properties o! ca.st ~ta.ls witll. s.illterecl m.et.U.,s, wlleu a.
.'
compact .is mao.e so that pOl'os1ti/ is negl.ic;1.bJ.e. J.n, otb.er
- -
words, ~ t.b.e llQrmaJ.density o! t.b.e cae t metal .isa.I>.p:t'Qacb,.-
ed by that o! tbe compact.
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Conclusien
In reviewing the results ebtained, the reader sheuld
recegnize that they are not qempletely exhaustive. Their
prebable validity is based en the fact that a duplicate cempact,
and in seme cases a triplicate, was tested in which the data,
in all cases, was censistent within reasenable limits. Certain
general trends in the preperties ef Fe-Sn cempacts within the
cen~esition ranges investigated are definitely indicated.
\
The fi,eld of applicatien of these compacts on the ba s'Ls
of investigated properties shews some outstanding advantages
fer use in bearings. In ordinary bearings a less ef' eil is
entailed by leakage and dripping, and the necessity'r6r previd-
ing adequate lubricatien when running and high speeds usually
involves the presenc-e of teo much eil en ether occasLone , The
I
variatien frem the erdinary bearing ef the iron-tin cempact,.
weuld be a preduct which is part iren being hard and part tin
previding a seft matrix. The compacts can be made to'give
products ef varying peresity. They would differ frem the
manner in which the eil is fed to'the bearing surface, since
no. eil heles er oil greoves are necessary, in most cases the
bearing itself centaining all the lubricant that is necessary.
When addi tienal lubrication is required it can be supplied --
from a reserveir in the heusing witheut reserting to'the bear-
tng shells. The bearing ceuld act as a capillary filter,
the oil f~eding slowly thre~gh the ppres and maintaining a
........ .
censtant film of eil at the surface ef the journal.
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